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I-regular rotation of the infinite complete graph with countable vertex set is one in 
induced circuit is finite of kngth 1. I-regular rotations are exhibited for all 1 a 3. 
which 
Triangular rotations of finite graphs have been extensively studied. In particular, 
finding such rotations for complete graphs is instrumental in the proof of the 
Heawood conjecture.. This leads to the question of finding triangular rotations of 
infinite graphs. Ringe4 ([3], Chap. 12) posed the problem of constructing a 
triangular otation fork,, the graph with countabie vertex set in which each pair of 
distinct vertices is adjacent. The regularity of triangular rotations suggests the 
following generalization. Let an I-regular rotation of a graph be one for which all 
the induced circuits have length 1. In this paper, Z-regular otations of K, are 
constructed for all 1 3 3. 
Let S be a countably infinrte set. A rotario~r 4 of K, is an assignment o each 
i E S of a cyclic permutation 4i acting on S - {i}. For distinct i and j in S, the 
circuit from i to j induced by a given fotation 4 is the sequence obtained as follows. 
Let &P=iaP= j. For k >1, uk = 4at.,(~k -2). For k CO, ak = &i+,(ak+& Let 1 be 
the smallest positive integer, if one exists, such that al = i and al+ 1 = j. Then the 
circuit is said to be finite of length I. If no such I exists the circuit is said to be 
infinite. If for every djstirxt i and j in S the circuit from i to j is of length I, 4 witl 
be eailed ic -regular. 
Suppose I’ is a countably L%ite group, fvhich for convenience will be assumed 
to be abelian+ L& cr be a cyclic permutation of r - {O}, where 0 is the identity in r. 
‘I%en the assignment o each y E 1” of the permutation 4: delined via @T(S) = 
y + ~$8 - y ), S# y, is easily checked to constitute a rotation 4b” of Km. 4 a is said 
to be generated from CT by the addirk rule. cr witJ be said to satisfy At(p) if the 
circuit from 0 to p induced by 4” is of length 1. Suppose CT satisfies A, (0) 
and the circuit from 0 to fl is au = O,a, = @, uzta3,. . ,at = 0. Then by 
definition & = t#i~_*(ak”2) = i&k-$ + +&-a - Qli-1) &hich implies ak +cr = 
at._1 4~ CM +t ~(a~+ + cx - (tzkwI + a))= 4~k__1+Q{u4-2 + cw) for any (Y E r. Thus if c 
satisfies; ,& (@)$ then for any CY E r, the circuit induced from CT to a + p is of length 
J. irr $aq, if CI satisfies AI(p) for at1 0 E f - {O}, then 4” is 1 -regular. 
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An extension of the method of current graphs to infinite cases is useful in 
obtaining u’s which satisfy d, (/3) for all or nearly all p E I’ - (0). In particular, 
index one current graphs with f as current group will be used and are now briefly 
described. For more details see [ 1, 2, 31. Such a current graph is a finite digraph 
(loops and multiple edges allowed) with the following aa.litional structure. Each 
edge is assigned an element of r, called the current of the edge. Each vertex is 
assigned a cyclic permutation of the ends of the edges incidcn: to it, called the 
rotation at the vertex. Each end of a loop appears as a distinct object in the rotation 
at the incident vertex. The rotations must be such that there is a sirlgle walk, called 
the circuit of the current graph, with the following properties. The walk is closed 
and contains each edge exactly twice. For each appearance of an edge in the circuit 
one of ias ends is designated as terminal relative to the circuit, and the other is 
designated as initial. This is done in such a way that the end which is terminal for 
one appearance is initial for the other, and the initial end of an edge is the image of 
the terminal end of the preceding edge in the circuit under the rotation at the 
intervening vertex. 
The circuit determines acycle of elements of r, called the log of the circuit. With 
one exception, there is an element in the log corresponding to each appearance of 
an edge ir, the circuit, and these elements occur in the same order in which ti\e 
corresponding edge appearances occur in the circuit. The element in the log 
corresponding to an appearance of an edge is the current of the edge if the terminal 
end of the edge relative to the circuit is the same as the terminal end of the edge as 
determined by the digraph structure. If this is not the case the element in the log is 
the inverse of the current. The exception occurs in the case of currents of order two 
in I’. These are required to appear on edges incident to a vertex of degree one. The 
circuit wi!i contain such an edge twice in succession. Instead of placing a 
corresponding two elements in the Jog at this point, one makes only a single entry, 
which is the current of the edge. 
An exsmple of a current graph with current group & x 2 is given in Fig. I. The 
circuit is indicated by the dotted tine and the log atso appears. As in later figures 
depicting current graphs with this group, only the second ordinate of each current is 
given numerically. The edges with currents having first ordinate 1 are indicated by 
darker lines than those whose currents have first ordinate 0, 
Log: (I,O), NM, (L-I), to,-2MO,-I), 
(0,21,(l,2~,(I,~),(0,-3),(1,-2~,~0,3~ 
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Notice that the log of the circuit in a current graph is not changed if one 
simultaneously changes the direction on an edge and replaces the current by its 
inverse. For this reason, this kind of change is not regarded irs changing the current 
graph (one may regard it as an equivalence class of structures of the type described 
above). If is thus possible, by changing an edge direction if necessary, to find an 
edge with any particular eIement of the log as its current. It is also possible to cause 
a given end of an edge to be directed away from its incident vertex. by inverting the 
current if necessary. Bearing this in mind, one may represent a given vertex of 
degree m in a current graph as shown in Fig. 2, with each & standing for the cur-r&t 
which would have to be chosen to cause the edge end next to which it appears to be 
directed away from the vertex as shown. Note that in such a representation, the 6,‘s 
on each end of a loop will 0: inverses of one another. Consider the sum 
s,,+rs,+**~ “& I. If :his sum has finite orders in r, the vertex will be said to have 
OrniT s. 
Fig. 2. 
Let a r-tower be a collection G,, G?, . . . of ilndex one current graphs with 
countable current group r, which satisfies the f&lowing three conditions. 
Sl : For all i, G, is a subgraph of G, . 1, Edges common to both have the same 
directions and currents in both. Vertices common to both and incident to the same 
edges in both, have the same rotations in both. 
32: Each G, has a designated unclosed conr&ected portion P, of its circuit, such 
that Pi is contained in PI + t* 
S3: For each vertex tr in G, there is an integer N(u) such that j, k 2 N(u) implies 
that u does not appear in thz portion of the circuit oc G, which is not P, and o is 
incident to the same edges in Gj and GL. For each y f r - (0) there is ;rn integer 
M(r ) such that for j 2 M(y), y appears er;actly once in the log of P, and is not the 
last entry in that log. 
The log of P, is the obvious restriction of the log of the circuit in G, to t:hat 
portion determined by P,. It has a first and last entry since P, is not closed and is 
connected. 
Due to S3, it is possible to define a permutation u of I’ - (0). called the log of fhe 
IOWY, by Ietting c(y) be the entry following y in the log of P, for j 2 M(y). By Sl 
and $2 the log of PI will bti the same Q. -a the log of the corresponding portion of P, 
ft;rr k > j, SQ CI is well defined. Any pair y and y ’ of elements of r - (0) hot h appear 
x(M(y),M(y’)). Since P, is connected and finite, it is 
obtain y from y’ by some power of CI. Thus v is cyclic. It remains to 
how (9” can be made to sa fy A, (p) for appropriate p. 
en p E f - {0), let 0 in G,, i Ad(@), be the initial vertex of the edge having 
current fl which contributes @ to the log of Pi. If fl has order 2 in r let t, be the 
vertex other than the vertex of degree one to which,*ahe dge with current fl is 
required to be incident. Now let u(B) be u in C3i for any j 3 N(u). Suppose u(Cp) 
has degree m and order s. Then t)(p) may be depicted as in Fig. 2, with So zr= 13 and 
kwise rotation, Let E =z SU+***+&-). Since j B b&(/3)), Pj contains all 
f the circuit csil,aining u(p), so the log of Pi contains * l l - &, $+, l l l , 
- 1, subscript addition being modulo m. This implies that o( - & ) = 
m - 1, from which one may compute that the circuit from 0 to $% 
induced by C#J” is 
Q,~,P+~*,B+~,+S~,*..,E,E+~,E+~Z+~ I,..., 2*& ,..., (S-1).E,...,O. 
This circuit has length MS, Therefore if a Mower satisfies 
S4: For each 0 E 33 C r - {0), v(p) has degree m and order s satisfying ms = I; 
then the tower log Q satisfies A,(p) for all fi E B. 
It is now possible to produce I-regular rotations of K-, by exhibiting S-towers 
tisfyinq S4 with B = f - {O}, except for the case 2 = 4, which requires an 
addition&l modification. There are four basic cases depending on the congruence of 
1 module 4, with I = 3 and 1 = 4 as special cases, 
(a) I=4t+1,tW.~=Z.Leta,,az,aj, . . be the sequence of positive integers 
congruent o 2, 3, 4, or 5 module 7, but not in the set 
(14kz+7k +2+j, 14k’+21k+9+jIj=O,1,2,3;k =0,1,2 ,... ), 
in incmreasing order. Then the f-tower Grr Gt, . . . where Gr is as in Fig. 3, 
s S4 for B = Z - (0). In Fig. 3, for each j B 0 the loops incident to vertex U, 
are If - f in number and have currents a&, (4t - 3)j < k s (dt - 3# + 2t - 1, vhik 
e loops incident to.:vertex u, are 2t - 2 in number and have eurr&Ws ak, 
t - a)j -t 2t - 1 c fr 6 (4t - 3)cj + 1). As in subsequent figures a hwl1ow vcrrex has 
~~~u~~er~i~kwi~ rotation and solid vertices have clockwise rotation‘ 
(h) 1 = 4t + 3, t 3 1. f = 2. Let aI,a2,. . . be as above. The appropriate tower is 
‘vcn in Fig. 4. It also satisfies S4 for B = 2 - (0). In Fig. 4, for each j * 0 the loops 
cio3ent o v+rtex uJ are 2t in number and have currents u~,(4f - l)j c k: g 
(3r - l)j -+ 2t, while the loops incident to vertex ~1, are 2r - 1 in number and have 
currents an,(4t - l)j+2t<k~(4t-l)(j+l). 
Cc) 1=42+2,ta1*r = Z2 x 2. Let ar, a2, a., be the set of elements of r with 
non negative second ordinate which aren’t in the set ((1, j)! 
*j”-j),(O,j”-j+l)lj=l,2,3 ’ ,...) indexed so that if j>k 
ot less than the sum of the ordinates of ak. The tower is given ifi 
4 for 13 = s - ((0,O)). In 5, for each j, the loopsin&fentthe 
q are 2t - 1 in number and have curre a&&2t-l)j4i ~(2t-I)(j+I). 
Fig. i 
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fd) i~4f+4,f231.r=Zp~~.Leta,,a~,u!,... be as in (c). The tower is given 
in Fig. 6. 54 is satisfied with B = r - (@,S)j. In Fig. 6, for each j the loops incident 
to the ve9tex q are 2t in number and have: currents ak, 2lj < k 4 2r (j + 1). 
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(e) != 3. r = 2. The tower is given in Fig. 7. It satisfies S4 with B = 
z -{O,l. - 2). The circuit induced from 0 to 1 by 4” is l * 4,1, - l,O, - 2, - 1, 
- 3, - 2, - 4, - 3 l l l . This infinite circuit is also the circuit induced from k to k + I 
and from k to k - 2 for a!): k E Z Thus it i$ the only circuit not of length four since 
d-&3) hofds for /3 # 1 or - 2. Now introduce a new vertex u with rotation 
= k + I and chzqge 4;: so that 4; (k - 1) = u and So = k + 2. One may 
that this new rotation on the, countabfe set 2 CI {u} is 4-regular, The infinite 
uit has been broken up tnto length four circuits of the form u, k, k - 2, k - 1, u 
inal length four circuits are unaf&xted. 
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Fig. 7. 
(f) I = 3. Let r be the subset of 2, x Z, y - l l where Only finitely many ordinates 
are non-zero. Now suppose G, is a current graph where 
(1) The underlying graph is a tree. 
(2) Ail vertices are of degree 1 or 3. 
(3) The currents together with their inverses exhaust without repetition the 
non identity elements of f which have nti non-zero orlinates beyond the first 
2i - 1. 
(4) Each vertex of degree 3 has finite Order 1. (Note that since each 
nonidentity element of r has order 3, each vertex of degree 1 has order 3.) 
(5) The currents are chosen so that at each vertex of degree 3 all edges are 
directed toward the vertex, or all are directed away. 
(6) There is an edge Q! having current cy,, incident to and directed away from a 
vertex of degree one, and an edge 6, having current PI, incident to and directed 
toward a vertex of degree one. 
Let R be the circuit (which exists due to (I) re.gardIess of vertex rotations) 
broken at b,, so that PZ begins and ends at h, but isn’t regarded as closed there. 
Let A = {[LQ],[W],[L l],[W]} h w ere m, n] denotes the element of f with m [ 
as the 2i th ordinate, n as the 2i + 1st ordinate, and all other orc’mates zero. 
Consider the following nine current graphs. H,, is G,, and for each y E A, H,. is 
G, with y added to each current and If,,-- is G, with currents obtained by 
subtracting the original ccrrents from y. The Ii,‘s may be represented by the 
symbols shown in Fig. &a. The protruding edges in the symbols are those arising 
from tit and !SY, in Gi, and their currents are shown. A new current graph G,. I may 
. then be formed by joining the H, ‘s with four single edges as shown in Fig. 8b. It 
is cleat that Gi+I satisfies (I), (2), (5) and (6). Due to (5) the alterations performed 
on G, to obtain H, do not cause (4) to fail internally in HX. Inspection shows that 
(4) holds for the remainder of Gi+ 1 as weli. The fact that G, satisfies (3) and the 
nature of A causes the set of currents and their inverses taken over all the HZ’s 
to exhaust without repetition the set of elements of f which have some non-zero 
ordinate before the 2i th pIace and none after 2i + 1st place. The addition of the 
four single edges in Fig. 8b then causes (3) t0 hOld fOJ G,, I. 
Stncc the sirngle edge with current (l,f).O, +. .) satisfies the conditions for Gl. an 
infinite coIIection of G, ‘s can be constructed. GZ is shown in Fig. 9 as an example. 
That these G,‘s form a r-tower follows fi om the placement Of H, in G, + l+ That this 
tower satisfies 54 with B = r - ((0, 0, l D . )) follows from the note following (4). Thus 
the fog of the tower can be used to generate a triangular rotation Of K,. 
T 
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